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Abstract-The derivative of a function defined on a set of matrices is Riven, utilizing the Penrose 
pseudoinverse, which yields a natural extension of differentiation i the univariate calculus. An in- 
vestigation is made of the relationship of this derivative with the Frtchet derivative, the Gateaux 
differential nd results obtained by Dwyer and MacPhail, as well as other derivatives of matrix functions 
defined by Rinehart and Neudecker. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In his 1955 paper, Penrose [9] showed that if A is any non-zero real matrix then there exists a 
unique solution for X of the equations: (l), AXA = A; (2) XAX = X; (3), (AX)T = AX; and (4), 
(XA)T = XA. This solution is called the pseudoinverse of A and is denoted by X = A+. For an 
extensive discussion on properties of the pseudoinverse, see Ref. [l, 3, lo]. The concept of 
multiplying by a general reciprocal matrix in a set of matrices parallels the idea of division by a 
non-zero number. With this generalization of the idea of invertibility, the derivative of a matrix 
valued function can be made which is a natural extension of the derivative in the univariate 
calculus. In particular, since the standard difference quotient Lf(x + h) -f(x)]/h cannot be 
replaced by Lf(X + H) -f(X)]/H, where x and h are real numbers and X and H are matrices, 
we utilize Lf(X + H)-f(X)]H+ and make the following definition which the reader should 
recognize as closely paralleling the definition of the derivative in the univariate calculus. In 
what follows, all matrices will be over the real numbers, M will denote the set of m X n 
matrices, N will denote the set of p X n matrices, R will denote the set of real numbers, and 0 
will be used to denote the zero matrix. 
Definition 1.1. Let f be a function from M into N and fl a subset of M such that each open 
sphere B(f3, r) = { Yj Y E M, 11 Y/j < r} about the zero matrix contains a non-zero element of R 
(any R satisfying this condition is said to be admissible). Then (~?flaCl)(Xo) is defined by 
two, =;y r.f(Xo + H) -f(XcJlH’, 
HER 
if this limit exists (limits are taken in the topology determined by the standard Frobenius 
norm [2] defined by (IX]12 = ‘I’r(XrX)). 
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2. COMPARISONS OF (df/dQ)(X,) WITH VARIOUS OTHER DERIVATIVES 
Nashed [6] discusses everal derivatives of functions defined on topological vector spaces. 
Our setting is merely a special case of that in which his discussion takes place. Within our 
framework definitions of two of the derivatives discussed by Nashed will be given. A 
comparison of these derivatives with (~Yflafi)(X,J will be investigated. In addition, notation and 
results obtained by Dwyer and MacPhail[4] will be mentioned. Finally, derivatives of matrix 
functions introduced by Rinehart [ll] and Neudecker [7] will be discussed. To begin these 
comparisons a definition is needed. 
Definition 2.1. Suppose f is a function from M into N and H is a fixed element of M. Then the 
Gateaux variation of f at X,, with increment H, denoted by Gf(X,,; H), is defined by 
wo; H) = iii $f(Xtl + CH) -f(X,)]. 
The Gateaux variation is a generalization of the directional derivative in calculus and of the 
first variation in the calculus of variations [6]. The first theorem of this section gives sufficient 
conditions for the existence of (aflaCl)(Xo) on a special class of admissible sets provided the 
Gateaux variation exists. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f is a function from M into N, R = {tH]H E M, H is fixed, Hf 0 and 
t E R}, and Gf(Xo; H) exists. Then (@/Jsl)(Xo) exists and 
$(X0, =Sf(X,; H) * I-l+. 
Proof. Definition 1.1 implies 
-$(X0) = lim Lf(X0 + K) - f(Xo)]K+. 
izI? 
But K E R implies K = tH for some t E R. Thus, 
af -(X0) = lim Lf(X, + tH) - f(X,)J( tH)+ 
aa f-4 
= l$l +f (X, + CH) - f(Xm-I’ 
= Sf(X,; H) . El+. 
The conclusion to Theorem 2.1 allows one to borrow known results about the Gateaux 
variation. To illustrate this we give an example and refer the reader to Ref. [6,123 for other 
such results. 
Example. Suppose f is a function from M into R with R as in Theorem 2.1, and Sf(X; H) 
exists at each point X along the line segment X0 to X0 + H. Then 
rfwcl+ w - fml~+ = $jwl + d-0 
for some T E (0,l) [6]. 
Next, let R,, = {tEaBIt E R} where Eas is a standard basis element in M, and note that 
E&, = E$. The matrix derivative introduced by Dwyer and MacPhail[4] is as follows. 
Definition 2.2. Suppose f is a function from M into N, where f(x) = Lfij(X)] and fij is a 
functionfromMintoRfori=1,2,....pandj=1,2 , . . . ,n. Then (8f/&,)(X) is defined as the 
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matrix #ii(X) 
[ 1 ka ’ 
where (ajii(X))/(&,) is the partial derivative of fir(X) with respect o the aj3th component of 
X. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose j is a function from M into N, j(X) = Lfii(X)]. Then, for fixed cr and /3, 
(aj/ax,o)(X,,) exists if, and only if, (aj)/(a&,)(X,,) exists. Furthermore, 
Proof. Consideration of Definition 1.1, Definition 2.2, and the following equations constitute 
the proof. 
= c lirn Lfti(Xo +t&l - .fij(XdlE& 1-a t 
An important use of Theorem 2.2 is in the calculation of (aj)/(aQ,,)(Xo). Dwyer and 
MacPhail[4] have established formulas for (aj)lax,,&X) for a number of functions. For 
example if j is defined by j(X) = X-‘, then (aX-l)/(ax,b) = -X-‘E&C’. Thus, by Theorem 
2.2, (ax-‘)/(a&& = - X-‘l&,X-‘E&. 
In what follows L(M, N) will denote the set of all linear functions from M into N. 
Definition 2.3. Suppose j is a function from M into AJ. If there exists an element j’(Xo) of 
I&4, N) such that 
lirn Jlr(xo+ H)- j(xO)-j'(xO)(H)((=~ 
H4 Wll 
then j’(Xo) is called the Frechet derivative of j at X0. The operator j’ from M into L(M, N) 
which assigns j’(X) to X is called the Frtchet derivative of j. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose j is a function from Rmxl into Rnxl. Then (aj)/(aO,)(Xo) exists for each 
(Y = 1,2m . . . ,m if and only if j has a FrCchet derivative at X0. Furthermore, 
f’W0) = 2 *ox 
u=l LI 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, (aj)/(afI,)(Xo) = (aj)/(ax,)(Xo)E,+. The subscript j3 has been drop- 
ped as it is not needed when M = Rmxl. For clarity (aj)/(aQ&Xo) is given by the matrix 
e ! nxm 
where the non-zero entries appear in the crth column. It follows that 
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is the matrix whose entry in the ith row and ath column is (afi)/(axa)(Xo), where i = 1,2,. . . , n 
andcu=1,2,... m. It is well known that this is the Frechet derivative in this setting [5]. 
Remark. In [8] it is erroneously stated that, in the setting of Theorem 2.3, Definitions 2.1 and 
2.3 are equivalent. The correct relationship is that given above. 
In [ll] Rinehart gives the following definition of the derivative of a matrix function. 
Definition 2.4. Let f be a function from M into M(m = n) defined in a neighborhood of X0. 
Then f is said to be differentiable at X0, if: 
(i) The difference f(Xo + H) - f(Xo) is expressible in the form 
fCxO + HI -.fWO) = 8 PiHQi 
where Pi and Qi are in M. 
(ii) f;“, ii, PiQi exists independently of how H approaches zero. 
If these two conditions are fulfilled then i PiQi is called the derivative of f at X0 and is 
i=l 
denoted by f’(Xo). 
The following comparison can be readily made between this definition and Definition 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose fr(Xo) exists. Let R be an admissible set of the form R = 
{HIHQi = QiH, i = 1,. . . ,k}. Then, 
%(X0) = fl(Xo) lim HH+ 
HHEA 
provided that this limit exists. 
Proof. From Definitions 1.1 and 2.4, 
-$(X0) = lim Lf(Xo + H) - f(Xo)]H+ 
EA 
= lim (2 PiHQi)H’ 
El 
= IiF (2 PiQi)HH’ 
iYE:: 
= fr (X0) lim HH+. 
El 
This result is in accordance with [5] where it was shown that, for example, if f(X) = X4 (q a 
positive integer) then 
%X0) = qX,!-’ lim HH’. 
H”,‘:: 
for any admissible set CI of the form C? = {HlXoH = HXo}. But for f(X) =X4, HQi = QiH, 
i=l , . . . ,k, if and only if HXo = XoH. 
Example. Let f(X) = X3. Then, 
f(Xo + H) -f(X,) = X:H +X0 + HX; + H*X, + HX,H + XoH2 + H3. 
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To see that condition (i) of Definition 2.4 holds let PI = Xg, P2 = X0, P3 = I, P4 = H, P5 = 1, 
P6=Xo, P7=H, and Qr=I, @=X0, @=X& Q4=X0, Qs=XoH, Q6=H, Q,=H. Now 
f’(Xo) = lim i PiQi = 3X:. H ence, if 0 is as in the above theorem, then 
H-4 i=l 
Remark. The above limit will clearly exist in particular cases. For example if H = tK where 
K is a fixed matrix, then HEI+ = KK+ is a constant matrix (see [S] for further examples). 
Neudecker [7] has discussed several derivatives of matrix functions which are partial 
derivative matrices. 
For ease of notation he introduces 
A.1 
1.1 
A.2 
VecA= . 
1 J A., 
where A is an arbitrary m x n matrix and A.i is the jth column of A. Thus Ves A is an mn 
dimensional column vector. One definition given, which is the Frechet derivative in this setting, 
is as follows. 
Definition 2.5. Let f be a function from M into N (here N can be a p x q matrix). Then 
af.l af.l 
ax., . . . ax., 
JVecf ; .l -zz 
aVecX . 
’ . 
af., af., 
_dX, I ax” 
There appears to be no direct connection between Definition 1.1 and this definition since 
(even with q = n) the orders of the resulting matrices are different. However, if Definition 1.1 is 
restated in a slightly different manner, a comparison with the above definition can be obtained as 
an extension of Theorem 2.3. 
Definition 2.6. With the same conditions as stated in Definition 1.1 define 
%(X0) = jjy [Vet f(X, + H) - Vet f(Xo)](Vec H)+. 
--t 
THEOREM 2.5. Let f be a function from M into N. Then (a Vet f)/(a&)(X,,) exists for 
(Y=l,... ,m and p = 1,. . . ,n if, and only if, (8 Vecf)/(a Vet X)(X,) exists. Furthermore, 
(X0) exists then, with H = E,,, 
*o) = I& [Vet f(XO + H) - Vet f(Xo)](Vec H)+ 
= lim Vet Lf (XO + tEms I- f(Z)1 Vet Ems )+ 
1-o t 
= Vec& WO) Wet -&J 
018 
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where the non-zero column is the [(p - 1)m + a]th column. How, if (~3 Vecf)/(a Vet X)(X,) 
exists, it can be seen from Definition 2.5 that columns (/3 - 1)m + 1 to (em of this derivative 
matrix are of the form 
1 00 . . . _.gL . . . 0 4 00 _!g . . . 0 = 4 
. 
. 
. . 
. . !i 00 . . . _g . . . 0 4 
But the ath column of this matrix, which is the [(/3 - 1)m +cr]th column of 
(a Vet f)/(a Vet X)(X0), is given by 
The result is now transparent. 
Neudecker defines two other matrices of partial derivatives which are partitioned matrices 
with blocks given by, respectively, the Dwyer-MacPhail derivative and the derivative given by 
Definition 2.5. It appears that the only comparisons between these two derivative matrices and 
those given in Definitions 1.1 and 2.6 are the obvious relations given by Theorems 2.2 and 2.5, 
respectively. 
3. CONCLUSION 
The generalization of invertibility via the Penrose pseudoinverse was used to define the 
derivative of a matrix defined on a set of real matrices. In this setting, comparisons were made 
with several other well known derivatives of matrix functions. 
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